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Abstract

The concept of digital society represents a digital and pervasive ambient created by the convergence of the technologies of radio transmission and broadcasting (as an identification by radiofrequency (RFID), agents of software, sensor networks, processing of data by personal mobile devices, which provides, in cyberspace, the integration and the interaction of the devices named as «intelligent». This new reality, deeply engrained in the very concept of «digital society», portrays an ambient (digital and intelligent) in which people are surrounded by intuitive interfaces embedded in every corner (even the most inhospitable ones) of a city (ranging from London to New York) or country, giving rise to the well-known «National surveillance state».

Make no mistake: Massive tons of our personal data are being captured, stored, processed and disclosed to unidentified third parties as we speak. The real problem lies in the ulterior usage of that vast array of personal data and, foremost, to what ends. Concretely, in cases of data breaches. This paper avowedly asserts that in such cases consumers (pursuant a data breach) have a natural right to seek redress and compensation from courts based on the damage of loss of chance of exclusive control of one’s personal data.
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Introduction

Privacy, a natural right

Not long ago, Professor Jack Balkin asserted that humankind had surpassed the threshold of the «Pretty Good Privacy» (PGP). In his insightful view, we (humankind) currently live in a so-called «National Surveillance State», in which the core of our natural rights (such as privacy [1], preservation of one’s self-image [2], and undeniable «right to be left alone» [3]) are being progressively eroded. Privacy [4], «right to be left alone» [5] and «reasonable expectation of privacy» [6] are increasingly becoming a glimpse of the past, as the «analogic society» steadfastly faded away.

Swiftly heading towards an overarching «global-digital society», humankind faces candent challenges which rests upon the following conundrum: how to ascertain the boundaries of the murky circuit of Big data controlled by surveillance intermediaries (Facebook, Microsoft, Google, Ebay, Twitter, Yahoo!, We Chat, Apple!)? In cases of data breaches, have the citizens the right to seek redress from fiduciary data holders? If so, in what grounds? These questions are currently pressing in European Union, mainly from data protection [6] and cloud computing [7] standpoint.

This paper adamantly argues that data breaches should not prevent consumers (by definition, all of us) from seeking appropriate compensation from identified enterprises who were fiduciary holders of their personal data. The reason for this axiom rests upon a natural right [6] to not only gain access to fragments of their individuality, subjectivity and intimacy (in short, personal data), but uttermost the natural right to control [9] the universe of personhood [10] deeply ingrained in their personal data [11]. Consumers or citizens ought to be given the natural right to choose when, how, to whom, and to what purposes their personal data can be disclosed to third parties. Conversely, in the wake of data breaches, consumers ought to be given the right to seek compensation from fiduciary data holders. That is paramount as for constituting a stronghold that protects consumers from the lingering perils of the digital society we live in.

Privacy ought to be regarded as citizens’ natural rights. This approach stretches far beyond the mere juxtaposition between privacy and fundamental rights [11]. Fundamental rights are mainly awarded within the scope of a Constitution [12]. Fundamental rights boundaries arise from a document endorsed by a given electoral majority in a given historical moment [13]. Fundamental rights are document-borne rights [14,15]. Antithetically, in our view, natural rights (for instance, privacy in the digital society in which we live in) are person-borne rights. Natural rights precede fundamental rights. As a result, natural rights are not a grotesque product of a capacious (or narrow) generosity of an array of lawmakers or legislators in a given historical time frame. Natural rights (such as privacy) do not depend on the circumstantial endorsement of lawmakers or legislators. Why? Natural rights are grains of personhood. Natural rights (such as privacy) erupt on digital society whenever a person born. Natural rights are particles of citizen’s undeniable and unique subjectivity that Constitutions (let alone laws) ought to be unable to tear apart. Data breaches dissolves those seeds of citizen’s unique and unrepeatable personhood. Digital society brought along a multitude of benefits to humankind, but that wide range of social prosperity cannot tarnish or squander citizens’ unique personhood every time a data breaches surfaces. Conversely, citizen’s ought to be able to seek redress or compensation whenever a data breach occurs. The following remarks ought to provide apposite scientific grounds for that truism.
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Original public meaning of privacy in the digital society: also a human right and a fundamental right

As previously asserted, privacy in the scope of digital society is not only a natural right, but a human right [16], as embeds an undeniable intention of promoting it (privacy) to an uttermost level: the human rights level (Menschenrechte zu positivieren) [17]. Privacy is arguably wrapped under the cloak of a human right [18,19].

This approach begs the question: Being both a natural right and a human right [20], how can one ascertain [21] the original public meaning [22,23] of privacy on the brave new world of digital society?

Interpretation [24,25], as asserted by Jack Balkin, should begin with ascertaining the original public meaning [26,27] of privacy [23].

A thin theory of original public meaning [28,29] is not about how people at the time of adoption of U.S. Constitution [27,30] would have expected that the text would be applied to concrete situations in which data breaches happens in a regular basis. This opens the door to the following axiom: pursuant to their quest to be kept alone and «unaccounted», citizens (now and then) expect that there is an unreachable core of privacy that is not to be violated by fiduciary data holders or, overarching, surveillance intermediaries, such as Facebook, Microsoft, Apple, Ebay, Google, Microsoft, Twitter, Yahoo, Instagram, Snapchat.

This account of original public meaning [32] is at all sensitive to the actual understandings of actual people living [23,33] at the time of United States, it will pick up these disagreements about meaning [34,35] (especially from those with different cultural backgrounds), and it will have to decide what to do with them [36,37]. One way we might deal with this problem is to pick a version of original public meaning [23] that is the least sensitive to these differences [38] in understanding [39], and that focuses as much as possible on areas of likely and overwhelming agreement [23] or encompassing consensus [40,41] being that the axiom which states that privacy is a human right, regardless of citizens’ cultural background, and no efforts should be spared to fulfill such an eminent right. That is why, for example, Balkin argues for a relatively “thin” theory of original public meaning—essentially confined to the original semantic meaning of the words [42], but taking into account any generally recognized terms of art, and any background context necessary to understand the text [43,44], such as the burgeoning development of digital and computerized technology brought along by digital society, which poses sizable challenges on privacy mainly from the its protection standpoint [44].

Although originally a natural and human right, privacy can also be seen through the lens of a fundamental right. However, at the time of the enactment of U.S. Constitution privacy had a glaringly different scope and range when compared to 2018, a vivid repercuscale of digital society. Privacy harkens back pre-internet era, but arguably did not encompass a wide range of perils associated to the then inexistente digital and computerized society we live in.

Accordingly, what a thin theory excludes from original public meaning of privacy is the original expected application of the text—how people at the time of adoption of U.S. Constitution would have expected that the text (enshrining right of privacy) would be applied to concrete situations [45], as in the pre-internet era massive data breaches occurred on the realm of digital society were definitely not an issue (let alone a major one) back then. One can foresee that original public meaning of privacy does vary over time. This is paramount if one endeavors to ascertain the boundaries of privacy in the pre-internet era and of digital society we live in.

Original public meaning of privacy in the pre-internet era had a distinctively different scope if squarely compared to 2018. Protection of privacy in the pre-internet era had conspicuously dissimilar boundaries and a markedly narrower scope. Pre-internet era and analogic age have provided humankind the very last scent of nearly-unshakable privacy. Concerns about privacy (though existent) were not pressing. Concerns about privacy are much more pressing in 2018 (the perimeter of digital society) than ever before, as the boundaries between private sphere and public sphere are becoming increasingly evanescent. Judges’ and lawmaker’s functional attention ought to be driven towards the protection citizens´ privacy on the confines of digital society. They are the very last bastion of defense in regard of the tutelage of citizens ´privacy on this frantically data-driven world we live in. One cannot stress this truism vigorously enough.

Protection of privacy in 2018 is a rather pressing issue amid intrusive government surveillance on the brave new world of digital society. Pervasive government surveillance seemingly has no bounds. Protection of privacy appears to be intertwined with an overlapping consensus [44,46,47] that enshrouts the axiom that an unassailable right to be left alone in the digital society is not a moral conception [48-51], but a conception of justice [52,53].

A conception of justice (for privacy) is currently more pressing than ever before, especially in light of atrocious events (9/11), which have pushed the core of our natural, human and fundamental right of privacy to nearly-hollow standards, giving rise to the so-called «National Surveillance State». «National Surveillance State» is the original public meaning of privacy in 2018.

Multilayered National surveillance state on the brave new world of digital society: perils to the natural right of privacy

«National Surveillance State» [54] is an expression coined by renowned doctrine a decade ago. This expression stems from a rather polymath approach: world we live in has changed dramatically since 9/11 events.

Prior to the unfortunate events that have taken place in 9/11, liberty and privacy (though subject to restrictions) were seemingly bullet-proof rights. Closely regarded as airtight rights. 9/11 brought along an atmosphere of unbearable suspicion, which has given rise to a widespread suppression of liberties and rights. Being discernably close to a far-reaching paranoia arisen from those hapless events, privacy has been caught on the middle of a callous and often ferocious battle between safeguarding security and harboring some civil rights.

In the aftermath of 9/11 events, balancing or squarely aligning those conflicting rights is a rather herculean task. No surprise stems from the fact that overall governments have chosen to confer priority to security, often wrapped under the seeming (yet real?) cloak of «public common good». As a result, privacy ´s core has been severely weakened to historical minimum standards.

This abhorrent trend has been shrewdly portrayed by acclaimed doctrine [55]. Ranging from intercepting phone calls in real time to capturing footage amid a rather oppressive surveillance [56], governments have conspicuously interfered on the core of citizen’s liberties and rights worldwide.
The «brave new world» of digital society, constituted by a remarkable electronic and technologic apparatus, has somehow heightened the degree of intrusion on citizen’s private sphere.

Unsurprisingly, «we hear them in the media, which is buzzing with stories about government information gathering, such as the Total Information Awareness program, the airline passenger screening program, and the surveillance of people’s phone calls conducted by the secretive National Security Agency. We hear them made by politicians and security officials. And we hear them made by judges deciding how to balance security measures with people’s constitutional rights.

These arguments are part of the debate between privacy and security. The consequences of the debate are enormous, for both privacy and security are essential interests, and the balance we strike between them affects the very foundations of our freedom and democracy. In contemporary times especially after the terrorist attacks on September 11, 2001-the balance has shifted toward the security side of the scale» [56].

When it comes to pursuing the so-called «national security», or in a more polished manner «greater good», governments seem to have no restrictions whatsoever in order to accomplish the goal of security, as citizen’s personal data is being captured, stored, and processed (sometimes for abstruse and spurious ends) at an alarming rate with little regard for surveillance transparency [57]. Digital society is seemingly governments’ «tip of the spear» when it comes to «getting things done» swiftly and in a purely veiled manner: they see you and you don’t see them.

In the same vein, «the government has been gathering more information about people and engaging in more surveillance. Technology is giving the government unprecedented tools for watching people and amassing information about them—video surveillance, location tracking, data mining, wiretapping, bugging, thermal sensors, spy satellites, X-ray devices, and more. It’s nearly impossible to live today without generating thousands of records about what we watch, read, buy, and do—and the government has easy access to them» [58].

But of course there are consequences associated to this data-driven «surveillance streak» [59], as «the privacy-security debate profoundly influences how these government activities are regulated. But there’s a major problem with the debate: Privacy often loses out to security when it shouldn’t. Security interests are readily understood, for life and limb are at stake, while privacy rights remain more abstract and vague. Many people believe they must trade privacy in order to be more secure. And those on the security side of the debate are making powerful arguments to encourage people to accept this tradeoff» [58].

Digital society coupled with local crisis with global impact have profoundly impacted the way governments perceived the inner and outer limits of natural right of privacy. Local crisis with global impact (such as 9/11 events) have created perfect opportunities to maximize security concerns and minimize privacy concerns. 9/11 was the «perfect storm» that enabled the former and thwarted the latter to very minimum standards. Not just that though. Being reduced to historical minimum standards, privacy becomes a «dwindled right», as it would be always subjected to technocratic rationalizations, sudden (yet functionalist) shortages, and uncountable reductions from governments worldwide aimed at attaining an ultimate purpose: impenetrable security. On this dystopian view, privacy’s realm is inversely proportional to security’s: the broader are the horizons of the latter, the narrower are the boundaries of the former. Governments have seized local crisis-borne opportunities with overwhelming prowess. Digital society is the perfect tool to pursuing this quest for a permanent and totalitarian security on the realm of a (still imperceptible) digital-totalitarian state. No wonder renowned doctrine has baptized this obnoxious trend as «National Surveillance State».

The aforementioned assortment of remarks begs the question: how did we get here? As argued by renowned doctrine «late in 2005, the New York Times reported that the Bush administration had ordered the National Security Agency (NSA) to eavesdrop on telephone conversations by persons in the United States in order to obtain information that might help combat terrorist attacks. The secret NSA program operated outside of the restrictions on government surveillance imposed by the 1978 Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA) and is thought to be only one of several such programs. In 2007, Congress temporarily amended FISA to increase the President’s power to listen in on conversations where at least one party is reasonably believed to be outside the United States. In June 2008, Congress passed a new set of amendments to FISA, which allow the President to engage in a broad range of electronic surveillance without seeking warrants against particular individual targets of surveillance. At the same time, Congress effectively immunized telecommunications companies that had participated in the secret NSA program» [60].

In order to capture the kernel of this surveillance streak, one ought to summon the luggage of memory: History and war on terror. 9/11 events have provided a germane opportunity to the rising of an irrevocable outbreak of government’s pervasive surveillance. As a result, this tandem gave rise to national surveillance state, a murky way of governing.

One should put forward the first level of national surveillance state’s main features which, as previously asserted, date back 9/11 events: «The secret NSA program and New York’s Lower Manhattan Security Initiative reflect a larger trend in how governments do their jobs that predates the September 11, 2001 attacks and the Bush administration’s declaration of a “war on terror.” During the last part of the twentieth century, the United States began developing a new form of governance that features the collection, collation, and analysis of information about populations both in the United States and around the world. This new form of governance is the National Surveillance State. In the National Surveillance State, the government uses surveillance, data collection, collation, and analysis to identify problems, to head off potential threats, to govern populations, and to deliver valuable social services. The National Surveillance State is a special case of the Information State—a state that tries to identify and solve problems of governance through the collection, collation, analysis, and production of information» [58].

War on terror and National Surveillance State might just be a beloved and caring couple. National Surveillance State spans far beyond the mere emergence of a seasonal (thus revocable) war on terror though. National Surveillance State takes appropriate advantage from the perks of digital society we live in. National Surveillance State is actually wagering on the fringe benefits of digital society and its accompanying cutting-edge technology. National Surveillance State is a permanent (though imperceptible) condition and is not going anywhere. Like previously pointed out, is an inauspicious way of governing. Get used to the «new normal».

As asserted by Prof. Jack Balkin «the war on terror may be the most familiar justification for the rise of the National Surveillance State, but it is hardly the sole or even the most important cause. Government’s increasing use of surveillance and data mining is a predictable result of...
accelerating developments in information technology. As technologies that let us discover and analyze what is happening in the world become ever more powerful, both governments and private parties will seek to use them» [61].

Additionally, «the question is not whether we will have a surveillance state in the years to come, but what sort of surveillance state we will have. Will we have a government without sufficient controls over public and private surveillance, or will we have a government that protects individual dignity and conforms both public and private surveillance to the rule of law? The National Surveillance State is a way of governing. It is neither the product of emergency nor the product of war and emergency are temporary conditions. The National Surveillance State is a permanent feature of governance, and will become as ubiquitous in time as the familiar devices of the regulatory and welfare states. Governments will use surveillance, data collection, and data mining technologies not only to keep Americans safe from terrorist attacks but also to prevent ordinary crime and deliver social services.» In fact, even today, providing basic social services-like welfare benefits-and protecting key rights-like rights against employment discrimination- are difficult, if not impossible, without extensive data collection and analysis. Moreover, much of the surveillance in the National Surveillance State will be conducted and analyzed by private parties» [62].

Given this heinous trend, doctrine is championing for a sort-of democracy-sedition stating «the most obvious way that citizens of a democracy could influence surveillance policy would be to elect reform-minded leaders» [62].

This doctrine is advocating for government surveillance resistance which ought to uphold privacy instead of security stating »the ability of everyday Americans to resist and alter the conditions of government surveillance. Americans appear to have several avenues of resistance or reform. We can vote for privacy-friendly politicians, challenge surveillance in court, adopt encryption or other technologies, and put market pressure on companies not to cooperate with law enforcement» [62].

Nevertheless, the real problem lies elsewhere: citizen's personal data gathered through veiled but prolonged surveillance, which is enabled by a meddling and immeasurable National Surveillance State, is nowadays carried out by private parties [63] with limited or inexistent regulatory oversight [63]. This is the second level of National Surveillance State. On the third level of National Surveillance State, Surveillance intermediaries' activities like Facebook, Ebay, Google, Wikipedia, Twitter, Apple, Snapchat, Yahoo, constitute a striking example of much-needed »legislative measures taken against online intermediaries»[63-65], as their functional activities (when it comes to «corporate surveillance») is conveniently wrapped in opacity. Secondary use of big data [66] carried out by surveillance intermediaries constitutes a conspicuous (yet unsurprising) example of that.

In the meantime, one should emphasize that the degree of pervasiveness augments every time governments add identified players (yet suffused with unidentified and hazy purposes) [67,68] on the breadth of National Surveillance State [64]. One should deem this as a multilayered National Surveillance State. This novel Leviathan [69] can be straightforwardly depicted by the following manner: on the very first layer of National Surveillance State, governments perform steady and irrevocable surveillance on their citizens (placidly collecting the perks of digital society and from its inseparable counterpart, cutting-edge irrevocable surveillance on their citizens (placidly collecting the perks benefits-and protecting key rights-like rights against employment discrimination)- are difficult, if not impossible, without extensive data collection and analysis. Moreover, much of the surveillance in the National Surveillance State will be conducted and analyzed by private parties» [62].

This doctrine is advocating for government surveillance resistance which ought to uphold privacy instead of security stating »the ability of everyday Americans to resist and alter the conditions of government surveillance. Americans appear to have several avenues of resistance or reform. We can vote for privacy-friendly politicians, challenge surveillance in court, adopt encryption or other technologies, and put market pressure on companies not to cooperate with law enforcement» [62].

Nevertheless, the real problem lies elsewhere: citizen's personal data gathered through veiled but prolonged surveillance, which is enabled by a meddling and immeasurable National Surveillance State, is nowadays carried out by private parties [63] with limited or inexistent regulatory oversight [63]. This is the second level of National Surveillance State. On the third level of National Surveillance State, Surveillance intermediaries' activities like Facebook, Ebay, Google, Wikipedia, Twitter, Apple, Snapchat, Yahoo, constitute a striking example of much-needed »legislative measures taken against online intermediaries»[63-65], as their functional activities (when it comes to «corporate surveillance») is conveniently wrapped in opacity. Secondary use of big data [66] carried out by surveillance intermediaries constitutes a conspicuous (yet unsurprising) example of that.

In the meantime, one should emphasize that the degree of pervasiveness augments every time governments add identified players (yet suffused with unidentified and hazy purposes) [67,68] on the breadth of National Surveillance State [64]. One should deem this as a multilayered National Surveillance State. This novel Leviathan [69] can be straightforwardly depicted by the following manner: on the very first layer of National Surveillance State, governments perform steady and irrevocable surveillance on their citizens (placidly collecting the perks of digital society and from its inseparable counterpart, cutting-edge technology) aimed at gathering information (personal data) which ought to prevent future events (such as terrorist attacks and similar nefarious endeavors).

The government targets persons under section 702 of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act [70] (FISA), conceivably the most relevant statutory authorization for government surveillance present-day, by «tasking,» or targeting for collection, a «selector,» or a specific phone number, email address, or other communications facility [71,72]. This allows the government to intercept all communications «to» or «from» a selector [73] and, to some extent, perform cross-border data access [74] or even off-shore data storage [74].

In so doing, the frontiers of the known (the collection, storage of citizen 's personal data to accomplish an allowable goal, national security or, more diffusely, «greater good») and frontiers of the unknown (processing, disclosing and ulterior dissemination of personal data to unidentified third parties for shady ends) become increasingly blurred: being professedly captured and collected for condonable ends (raising security levels in order to quash imminent threats to national security), are we really sure that bunch of information is being processed and disseminated to solely attain those purposes? [75].

Or, quite the opposite, that vast miscellany of information (a true medley of private and public information) [76] is being also conveyed to accomplish other spurious ends, such as ascertaining our life-style, habits, inner attitudes, or, at a terrifying level, political or sexual preferences? Does that means private information captured on a public environment is to be subtracted from citizen 's control for good? [77].

As outlined above, further to the emergence of National Surveillance State, the lines between public sphere, intimate sphere, and private sphere [78] became increasingly dimmed [79], as knowing the exact boundaries of each one of those spheres constitutes the riddle of twenty-first century.

In the process, principle of human dignity, a quintessential feature of United States of America Rule of Law, and which ought not to be impaired by a technocratic and heartless cost-benefit analysis [80-90], is steadily fading away [91].

Multilayered National surveillance state on the Realm of Digital Society: The Burgeoning Preponderance of Surveillance Intermediaries: Quasi-Governmental Actors?

To the extent governments perform invasive surveillance programs that corrodes citizen’s privacy [92], the degree of ubiquity of these technology-enabled surveillance tools heightens [93] at the very same pace that governments bestows a duty of collection, storage, processing and dissemination of information (that is to say citizen’s personal data) to private parties placed on the second level of National Surveillance State. Governments expect full and unrestricted cooperation from selected private parties [94], in regard of capturing and disclosing citizens’ pertinent personal data [95]. Most of the times (if not always) [96] governments do get that fully expected cooperation [97].

However, an hazard looms

Abnormal partnerships between governments and private parties aimed at collecting, storing and processing citizens’ personal data can provoke damage to the unreachable core of citizens’ privacy [98]. Yet a concrete danger surfaces on the third level of National Surveillance State when a strategic misalignment [99] between Surveillance intermediaries or online intermediaries («quasi-governmental actors»
[64] or, to some extent, «corporate avatars») [74] and governments occurs though [100,101]. Worse yet, when online intermediaries adopt a belligerent and rather contentious vein against governments in the era of Internet of Things [102].

**This brings us to the third layer of National Surveillance State:** Unlike the second level of National Surveillance State in which private parties aid governments to pursuing condoned ends of collecting information to prevent terrorist attacks, surveillance intermediaries or online intermediaries somehow constrain the accomplishment of those ends by concealing crucial information from governments [103].

On the third layer of National Surveillance State, the erosion of privacy boundaries is far more damaging to citizen’s right of informational self-determination [104], as the unavailability to gain access to the batch of information withheld by surveillance intermediaries will only give rise to more government surveillance, thus corroding even further citizens ‘privacy and opening a «new age of threats» [105]. Simply do the math: more surveillance corresponds symmetrically to less privacy. In the process, so much for the tradeoff security-privacy [106], as (even) more government surveillance ought to override privacy’s minimum standards in the long-term.

This stems from the axiom that not only Surveillance intermediaries activities’ lack regulatory oversight, but mainly due to the fact that governments are clueless about the extension of surveillance undertaken by online intermediaries. In short, this three-folded or multilayered National Surveillance State is potentially disruptive for citizens ‘privacy as both governments and citizens are unaware of the depth and range of surveillance programs performed by online intermediaries. Currently, this murkiness has given rise to a declared battle between governments and surveillance intermediaries over the control of personal data collected in electronic portable devices [107], such as iPhones: Apple’s high profile 2016 legal battle in which the company frantically challenged a court order «commanding it to override privacy’s minimum standards in the long-term.»

Does really such thing (surveillance intermediaries) exists? If so, what really are Surveillance intermediaries or online intermediaries?

As so well asserted by reputable doctrine «although the digital age has broadened the horizons of government surveillance, it has also imposed constraints on account of its political economy: the technological, commercial, political, and cultural arrangement of our digital infrastructure. By entrusting our data processing and communications to a handful of giant technology companies, we’ve created a new generation of surveillance intermediaries: large, powerful companies that stand between the government and our data and, in the process, help constrain government surveillance. Far from an anomaly, the fight over the San Bernardino iPhone previews the likely new normal: a contentious relationship between the companies that manage our digital bodies and the government that protects our physical ones. Surveillance intermediaries like Apple (and Google and Facebook and Microsoft) have the incentives and means to meaningfully constrain government surveillance. They do so both by their own lights and by subjecting government surveillance to greater checks from within the government itself» [111].

**Make no mistake:** when it comes to capturing, storing, withholding and mostly controlling citizens ‘personal data, Surveillance intermediaries (who carries out proper «corporate surveillance») [110] hold a sizable power. That power is not restricted to that though. Championing for civil rights (such as privacy) is becoming increasingly trendy amongst surveillance intermediaries, «as Verizon, which owns Yahoo, signed on to an amicus brief on behalf of leading tech companies in the pending Supreme Court case Carpenter v. United States, arguing that the Court should extend Fourth Amendment protections to geolocation data» [110,112].

**Surveillance intermediaries’ substantial power brings along an immediate danger:** the interplay between «government surveillance» and «corporate surveillance» can be often counterproductive and even more damaging to citizens privacy: «at the first stage, surveillance intermediaries can help society better construct surveillance frontiers—menus of surveillance policy options—by adding more information and more diverse perspectives, as well as by minimizing inefficient alternatives. But they can also create negative second order effects by forcing the government to engage in more intrusive surveillance and by making it easier for the surveillance intermediaries themselves to collect more data on their users» [113].

Being an axiom that Surveillance intermediaries hold a rather robust power, which enables them to constrain government’s surveillance agenda, question is to fathom its real depth and extent or, more prosaically, «how» and «when» they exercise this power.

A surveillance intermediary is typically a party that collects massive tons of sensitive information, customarily for its own business purposes, that the government wants for example, phone company billing records that contain a cellphone subscriber’s call history background. Instead of delving information from the target directly (specified agglomeration of citizens or persons of interest in a given criminal investigation), the government seeks it from the third party, either because it’s far easier to get the information that way or because only the third party has the information [114]. The third party becomes a surveillance intermediary: it stands squarely between the government and the target of the surveillance [115]. As a result, government surveillance and corporate surveillance (truly middlemen or gatekeepers) creates multiple layers of surveillance in which every side conceal information from each other and, worse, with limited or inexistent regulatory oversight.

**This approach begs the question:** How on earth this mighty power (held by surveillance intermediaries on the third level of National Surveillance State) surfaced on digital society perimeter in the first place? A logical cause stems from enhanced network effects. Because of enhanced network effects (digital platforms become increasingly valuable as more and more people use them for lengthy periods of time) and economies of scale, an exiguous number of industry giants dominate among these middlemen and gatekeepers. Just three companies-Google, Microsoft, and Yahoo-dominate 98% of the U.S. search engine market [115]. A couple of video streaming services, such as Netflix and YouTube, consume over half of the downstream fixed access bandwidth during pinnacle periods in North America [116]. That generates an indomitable sway on the digital society we currently live in. Prosaically, creates real (yet boundless) power.

Moreover, «the average Facebook user spends close to an hour every day using Facebook services—and that’s before you include Facebook-owned WhatsApp, What’s true of platforms applies to devices: 97% of U.S. smartphones run either Google’s Android or Apple’s iOS. Ultimately, the biggest surveillance intermediaries dominate not just the internet but also the global economy. Five U.S. technology companies-Apple, Alphabet (Google’s parent company),...
Microsoft, Amazon, and Facebook—routinely have the biggest market capitalizations in the world» [117].

This creates an immense stronghold of information akin to a quasi-governmental power for surveillance purposes. One can deem this as a corporate digital-borne power, a dystopian ramiﬁcation of the digital society we live in. They are not going anywhere too. If anything, corporate digital-borne power will likely continue to grow.

This boundless «corporate digital-borne power» would do very little to curtail government surveillance if surveillance intermediaries saw their interests as aligned with those of government spies and investigators [117]. But that is quite often not the case. Today’s surveillance intermediaries have powerful incentives or enticements to resist government surveillance [117]. In this regard the 2013 Snowden disclosures were a sizable turning point. The gigantic leaks of classiﬁed information imparted a boundless surveillance system—and, worse, implicated (on the second level of National Surveillance State) major Silicon Valley companies as collaborators, «causing blowback from domestic civil liberties groups and overseas customers» [117]. Although the disclosures paved the way to some legislative and policy changes, they didn’t alter or revamp the gist of United States surveillance [117]. They did, however, as Julian Sanchez emphasizes, «transform the incentives of the technology companies that maintain [the] architectures that permit surveillance» [117]. This is arguably Edward Snowden’s cardinal victory to augment the inducements for surveillance intermediaries to antagonize the government [117].

What sort of incentives (if any) do surveillance intermediaries have to resist government surveillance? These incentives fall into two sort of categories. The first is markedly ﬁnancial. Companies have always had the incentive to lower compliance costs by resisting government surveillance (as long as the costs of such resistance were themselves not too great) [118]. «But the Snowden disclosures have turned such resistance into an opportunity for product differentiation. For example, when Apple publicly touts how its business model doesn’t need to access user data, part of what it’s doing is jabbing at companies like Google and Facebook, which rely on scanning user data to sell advertisements» [119].

Besides, resisting U.S. government surveillance can also ameliorate a company’s overall competitiveness—sharply, its ability to sell its products and services elsewhere, including abroad [119]. This is overdridingly important «because the international market provides the bulk of sales for modern technology companies (unlike for the phone companies and retail banks that made up the earlier generation of surveillance intermediaries)» [120]. For instance, Almighty Facebook has over two billion active monthly users, of which the overwhelming majority are located outside the United States of America; likewise, «over half of the company’s ad revenues come from abroad» [119].

«Given such globally distributed revenue streams, along with the ability to move their key asset data instantaneously around the world» [121], today’s surveillance intermediaries are akin to a Platonic ideal of a multinational corporation [121].

This scenario depicts surveillance intermediaries (on the third level of National Surveillance State) as quasi-governmental actors by implementing self-governance systems and rules to unilaterally regulate the conduct of their users (consumers, by deﬁnition us all) and governments, again, with limited or inexistent regulatory oversight. Yet, unlike the government surveillance, they are not subject to any constitutional limitations or democratic controls whatsoever [121]. The information that surveillance intermediaries glean can be used to «generate a fastidious record» of consumer transactions and «personalize every aspect of the interaction» with the marketplace [121], thus eroding our beloved and sacred privacy every step of the way.

**Multilayered National Surveillance State and the Balance of Power between Law Enforcement Government Agencies and Surveillance Intermediaries: The Importance of the Principle of Proportionality and of the Principle of Human Dignity on the Tradeoff Security-Privacy**

Digital society and Multilayered National Surveillance State, especially at the third level, stands at crossroads: should societal interest in granting national security through security surveillance supersede protection of privacy by enabling governments to gaining access to encrypted systems? [100] Antithetically, should surveillance intermediaries continue to opposing certain forms of government surveillance [122] «employing default encryption technologies» [123] on mobile devices and explicitly marketing them as being impervious to government snooping? [124].

Concretely, how can one manage to strike a balance between societal interests in chasing «bad guys», pursued by government’s law enforcement agencies, with the egoistical interests pursued by mighty corporations or surveillance intermediaries? [125] On the previously asserted cases of strategic misalignment between law enforcement government agencies and multinational corporations (just like the one occurred in San Bernardino terrorist attacks), one should refer to the prototypical principles of proportionality and human dignity.

Throughout this manuscript I have been championing for protection of citizens’ privacy from governments’ prying eyes. A vigorous defense for security concerns is seemingly contradictory at that glance. A cautious note comes in handy: one should not forsake that privacy cannot always prevail over security at any cost [126,127]. One should bear in mind that sometimes too much privacy can be as equivalent as opening the Pandora box of perennial insecurity with deleterious effects on the long-term common good — bullet-proof privacy can pave the way to even more vicious terrorist attacks which will give rise to an ever-present security, thus pushing privacy to a tokenistic value or inexisten one at all. Striking a delicate balance between principle of security and principles of proportionality and his «companion route» principle of human dignity is deﬁnitely a challenge that one should embrace. How can one accomplish such an arduous task? Displaying the pivotal value of principle of proportionality [128] combined with the seminal principle of human dignity.

Principle of proportionality [129], which in recent decades achieved remarkable recognition in theory and practice of the control of constitutionality [130] consists of three subprinciples: adequacy, necessity and the proportionality in a strict sense [131]. These three lines express the idea of optimization [132,133], a precious asset when it comes to balancing seemingly conﬂicting principles [134] or, in a broader sense, opposing interests [135], such as the ones pursued by law enforcement government agencies and surveillance intermediaries.

Conflicting principles (impervious security and privacy, inextricabily linked with the principle of human dignity), require a constant optimization in relation to what is factual and legally possible [136]. Sub principles of adequacy and of necessity refer to the optimization concerning the existent factual possibilities (gathering
information from surveillance intermediaries pertaining to a criminal event)—on our lens, it suits perfectly in the sphere of surveillance intermediaries the share of information with government agencies of law enforcement, for purposes of prevention and repression of terrorist attacks provided that the sharing of that information is restricted to personal data solely related with criminal events. From that point onward, principle of security ought to submerge and the principle of human dignity (which wraps the inner and outer limits of privacy) ought to emerge at his maximum height.

Sub principle of proportionality in a strict sense refers to the optimization concerning the legal existent possibilities in U.S. legal landscape - meaning, legal compromises between radically opposing principles which are sufficiently ingrained in the legal system of the United States of America [137-139].

In this light, the share of information for purposes of prevention and repression of terrorist attacks, passes the test of proportionality (Verhältnismaßigkeitgrundsatz) [140] whenever information gathered from electronic devices has conspicuously clear criminal relevance in regard of prevention or repression of terrorist attacks. On this point (and on this point only) principle of security surpasses the principle of human dignity [141], which is the dogmatic mantle of privacy [142].

In this regard, one ought to summon the third subprinciple of proportionality, which is of the proportionality in the strict sense. This subprinciple expresses the weighing [143] about the existent legal possibilities [144,145]. It corresponds to a line that can be named as «Law of Weighing» [146]. This line says: «The higher the degree of non-fulfillment or allocation of a principle, the greater must be the importance of completing the colliding principle» and under that (the Law of Weighing) a «Weight Formula» [147] defines the specific weight of all colliding principles» [148].

In this case the «Law of Weighing» [148] and of the «Weight Formula» [149], both determine that the prevailing principle (principle of security and societal common good, which enables law enforcement agencies to gather information from surveillance intermediaries aimed at the prevention and repression of terrorist attacks) preserves the non-prevaling principle of human dignity [150] (which encompasses the right of privacy, which has no absolute nature) [151] to fairly acceptable standards [152].

At this glance, a balanced portrayal of the paramount importance of principle of proportionality [153-155] («minimal impairment test of the protected rights» of citizens’ privacy) [156] and «the least restrictive alternative» [157] have been depicted, and, in the process, privacy’s acceptable standards have been safeguarded.

Multilayered National Surveillance State and Standing on Surveillance Cases and of Data Breach Cases: State of Art in United States of America

Data breaches of citizen’s personal data is one of the most pressing issues arisen on the breadth of digital society. Aimed at corroborating that one ought to put his eyes at «Cambridge Analytica case», in which data breaches were allegedly enabled by Facebook’s lack of due diligence: «Facebook is facing international investigations into the illicit harvesting of users’ personal data. The information was collected by Cambridge Analytica, a political consulting firm that backed President Trump’s 2016 election campaign. According to a whistleblower, Cambridge Analytica gathered data from 50 million users (a figure that Facebook has now admitted could be as high as 87 million), then developed a software program that profiled these citizens to predict voting patterns – and, through micro-targeted ads, influence US citizens’ voting decisions» [158].

«Cambridge Analytica case» is a striking example of citizens’ secondary use of personal data. Typically, information circuit rests upon the following scheme: i) invasions (intronision; decisional interference); ii) data subject; iii) information collection (surveillance; data mining [159-162]; interrogation); iv) information processing (aggregation; identification, insecurity; secondary use, exclusion); v) information dissemination (breach of confidentiality; disclosure; exposure; increased accessibility; blackmail; appropriation, distortion) [163]. Ascertainingly accurately each one of these outlined doctrinal category goes far beyond the scope of this manuscript.

What is secondary use of data? Secondary use of data [164] «is the use of data for purposes unrelated to the purposes for which the data was initially collected without the data subject’s consent (.....) Secondary use cause can produce harm. It creates a dignitary harm, as it envolves using information in ways to which a person does not consent and might not find desirable. Secondary uses thwart people’s expectations about how the data they give out will be used. People might not give out data if they know about a potential secondary use (.....). The potential for secondary use generates fear and uncertainty over how one’s information will be used in the future, creating a sense of powerlessness and vulnerability. In this respect, secondary use resembles the harm created by insecurity. The harm is a dignitary one, emerging from denying people control over the future use of their data, which can be used in ways that have significant effects in their lives» [165].

Secondary use of data is deeply intertwined with Article’s III [166] Standing on data breach cases, as just like it happened in Cambridge Analytica case, there has been a vast array of Facebook’s user’s personal data that was unduly conveyed for a purpose (a markedly electoral one) completely unrelated with the primitive purpose of collection of data.

On another angle, United States Supreme Court’s decisions, unlike European Court of Human Rights [167] (ECHR) [168,169] and Court of European Union (CEU) [74,170], have been putting forth insurmountable high standards in regard of Article III Standing in Surveillance cases [171].

U.S. Supreme Court upholds the Standing Test [172]. Accordingly, U.S.C. burdens a plaintiff with proving (beyond reasonable doubt), at the very least [173], that she has «(1) suffered an injury in fact», (2) «that is fairly traceable to the challenged conduct of the defendant» [174], and (3) «that is likely to be redressed by a favorable judicial decision» [175].

These requirements oftentimes set an uncomquerable high bar [174] for putative Surveillance plaintiffs, who endeavor to prove that they have indeed suffered a deemed «injury in fact» [176] that is «certainly impending» when most of the evidence that would tend to prove that fact is classified» [177].

United States Supreme Court’s stance on Article III [74,178] Standing in Surveillance cases may have recognized the threat of a systematized governmental surveillance that can impose on a citizenry [74], but have failed bluntly as to deliver the duly needed protection to citizens that have been subjected to a long-term and pervasive surveillance: «The price of lawful public dissent must not be a dread of subjection to an unchecked surveillance power» [179].

U.S. Supreme Court and Federal Courts stance on Surveillance cases constitutes a fine example of this jurisprudential trend. In Laird
v. Tatum [180] «found insufficient evidence of harm to support the plaintiffs’ claim of excessive (and permanent) [181] government surveillance, it also noted its recognition of «constitutional violations» arising from the «deterrent or «chilling» effect of governmental regulations that fall short of a direct prohibition against the exercise of First Amendment rights» [182].

As outline above, this stems from the fact that United States Supreme Court and Federal Courts set out insurmountable high standards in regard of Article III Standing in Surveillance cases, thus hindering the success rate of claims in which plaintiffs (citizens/ consumers) sought appropriate redress from the government.

The very same insurmountable high standards in regard of Article III Standing have been transferred to data breaches cases. Just take a look of what is happening on the scope of federal class actions. This issue is not a small one. The burgeoning digitalization of our personal data has created corresponding increase in the bulk of electronically stored private information in the domain of third parties [183]. That private information is at risk of theft, loss, or manipulation by unidentified third parties, generally hackers, whose intentions are far from being merely angelical. When hackers attack and subtract citizen’s personal data, «victims often band together in federal class actions, naming the custodians of their private data as defendants» [184]. However, «district courts are dismissing these class action claims at the doorstep for lack of Article III standing. The corporate defendants argue, and many courts agree, that a plaintiff’s alleged increased risk of future data misappropriation is insufficient to satisfy the U.S. Supreme Court’s test for an “injury in fact,” a critical component of the traditional standing analysis» [185].

Asymmetrically, eulogized scholars argued that plenty of consumer’s data breach class actions indeed satisfy the Supreme Court’s standing requirements, as outlined in the Court’s 2013 decision in Clapper v. Amnesty International USA [186] and its 2016 decision in Spokeo, Inc. v. Robins [186]. More on this later.

As argued by Professor Nicholas Green, with a colossal amount of data storage comes increased risk «that thieves and rogues, from both inside and outside a custodian entity» [186], will breach the security protecting individual personal information. [187] «Because the federal Class Action Fairness Act (“CAFA”) provides a lower threshold for Article III diversity jurisdiction in multistate class actions than in traditional diversity suits, many data breach cases are brought in federal district courts» [188]. As courts of limited jurisdiction [189], the district courts are required to make sure cases are properly before them as a threshold matter [189,190]. Among other required components of proper jurisdiction, plaintiffs ought to have standing to sue [191,192]. «Plaintiffs bear the burden of showing standing at every stage of litigation, and must allege sufficient facts to support their right to sue at the pleading stage or risk dismissal under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 12(b)(1)» [193,194].

In data breach class actions, often the hardest aspect of standing for plaintiffs to adequately allege is that they have indeed suffered an «injury in fact». [193] In crux, plaintiffs must show that they themselves have suffered the violation of a legally protected right of privacy (personal data stolen or unduly subtracted from hackers), and that their harm (or, more commonly, injury) [193,195] «is neither hypothetical nor conjectural» [196].

In innumerable cases, data breach plaintiffs have not suffered actual desecration of their personal data, but are at major risk for future data malapropism [193]. «The federal circuits have split on the adequacy of a future misappropriation theory of injury in fact, with some finding standing and others dismissing suits for want of it» [197]. Plenty of district courts appraises the «future misappropriation theory in light of the 2013 U.S. Supreme Court decision in Clapper v. Amnesty International USA, which was decided in the context of a challenge to the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (“FISA”)” [193].

Overall, U.S. Courts have been rather dismissive in regard of data breach cases. This jurisprudential trend has been harshly criticized by renowned doctrine. Quite recently, Professor Daniel Solove and Professor Danielle Keats Citron have displayed their academic concerns in regard of this pressing matter [193]. Their joint research stated that «in lawsuits about data breaches, the issue of harm has confounded courts. Harm is central to whether plaintiffs have standing to sue in federal court and whether their legal claims are viable. Plaintiffs have argued that data breaches create a risk of future injury, such as identity theft, fraud, or damaged reputations, and that breaches cause them to experience anxiety about this risk. Courts have been reaching wildly inconsistent conclusions on the issue of harm, with most courts dismissing data-breach lawsuits for failure to allege harm. A sound and principled approach to harm has yet to emerge. In the past five years, the U.S. Supreme Court has contributed to the confusion. In 2013, the Court, in Clapper v. Amnesty International, concluded that fear and anxiety about surveillance—and the cost of taking measures to protect against it—were too speculative to satisfy the “injury in fact” requirement to warrant standing. This past term, the U.S. Supreme Court stated in Spokeo v. Robins that “intangible” injury, including the “risk” of injury, could be sufficient to establish harm. When does an increased risk of future injury and anxiety constitute harm? The answer remains unclear. Little progress has been made to harmonize this troubled body of law, and there is no coherent theory or approach» [193].

This doctrine have managed to pinpoint the crux of U.S. Court’s lack of consistency in regard of standing in data breach cases. They argue that «the difficulty largely stems from the fact that data-breach harms are intangible, risk-oriented, and diffuse. Harms with these characteristics need not confound courts; the judicial system has been recognizing intangible, risk-oriented, and diffuse injuries in other areas of law. We argue that courts are far too dismissive of certain forms of data-breach harm and can and should find cognizable harms» [198].

Criticizing recent U.S. Supreme Court’s decisions, Prof. Ryan Calo argued that «the vast majority of privacy harms fall into just two categories—one subjective, the other objective. The subjective category of privacy harm is the perception of unwanted observation. This category describes unwelcome mental states-anxiety, for instance, or embarrassment—that accompany the belief that one is or will be watched or monitored. Examples include the harm experienced by the tenants in Hamberger v. Eastman, the unease caused by a massive data breach, and the concern over generalized surveillance at issue in the Keith case and Laird v. Tatum» [198].

Splitting the two categories of privacy harms, Prof. Ryan Calo further asserts that «the objective category of privacy harm is the anticipated or coerced use of information concerning a person against that person. These are negative, external actions justified by reference to personal information. Examples include the anticipated sale of a user’s contact information that results in spam and the leaking of classified information that exposes an undercover intelligence agent» [198].

In Prof. Ryan Calo’s approach, subjective and objective categories of privacy harm are «brothers in arms», but conserve its pristine
nature. The subjective and objective categories of privacy harm are different but related. Just as assault is the anticipation of battery, so is the perception of unwanted observation largely an apprehension of information ill-treatment. «The subjective and objective components of privacy harm are two sides of a well-worn coin: the loss of control over information about oneself or one’s attributes» [199].

Although a risk of future harm was arguably anticipated by Courts in Robins v. Spokeo [199] when the Court noted that «intangible informational injuries, recognized at common law, can provide the basis for harm sufficient to support standing» [199], there is no guarantee that in the forthcoming future U.S. Courts will consider data breach cases worthy of redress. A new approach is duly needed in this domain.

**Privacy Harm in Data Breach Cases (Identity Theft): Loss of Chance of Exclusive of Control of One’s Fragments of Personality as an objective, Absolute and Multiplied Privacy Harm**

As previously pointed out, discussions have been put forth as to whether privacy harm is worthy of compensation or not. U.S. Courts have been rather dismissive of certain forms of data-breach harm. Cognizable harms have been rebuffed too.

From our point of view, privacy harm is an objective one. Privacy harm is not an intangible and far-fetched injury. Anxiety and unsureness as to whether personal data is going to be used in the future to the practice of misdeeds are an ulterior consequence of a data breach. Anxiety and unsureness are a subjective backlash of a data breach. They are not the privacy harm itself.

Anxiety and unsureness being an inward state are hardly the harm itself. Anxiety and unsureness are not palpable and cognizable at a judge’s lens. Quite the opposite, privacy harm is related with the free development of one’s eminent and unique personhood is besmeared. Privacy harm consists of that subtraction of one’s unique and unrepeatable personhood. That unrepeatable personhood deeply ingrained in citizens’ personal data is objective and absolute. There is no such thing as repeated personalities or repeated personhoods. Privacy harm is objective because it is centered on the unique and absolute nature of one’s eminent personhood. Privacy harm is absolute because the personal data subtracted further a data breach belongs to a zone of exclusivity that no one should be allowed to interfere but the aggrieved citizen. The aggrieved citizen has the exclusive control of fragments of his undeniable, unique and absolute personhood.

This approach is squarely aligned with our starting point: privacy is a natural right. Privacy is a human right. Privacy is not (just) a fundamental right, always dependent on occasional or seasonal lawmakers ‘good mood.’

Being a natural right, privacy is inextricably linked with the objective and absolute value of human being. Personal data (thus privacy) are fragments of a one-of-a-kind human being that is not to be smeared, let alone in an unauthorized manner.

Identity theft constitutes a striking example of how an identity thief can begrime one’s unique and absolute personhood.

Identity theft cases are the hallmark of personality debasement. Every identity theft case has a stereotyped feature: identity thieves endeavor to erase a unique personality from digital society with multiple shots. Make no mistake: identity theft cases can produce a staggering amount of damage on the free development of one’s personality, thus burning one’s privacy to the ground.

Identity thieves (true personality surrogates) subtract a fraction of one’s unique and unrepeatable personality every time they use a false identity in the digital society.

In this light, privacy harm is not only objective and absolute but also a multiplied one: the more the privacy surrogate (identity thief) uses a false identity further to a data breach, the more tainted will be one’s right to informational self-determination. Eventually, identity thieves will wipe out one’s core of undeniable and exclusive personhood from the face of digital society.

Here lies the real danger: data breaches indeed create a distressing backlash on citizens. But that is hardly the point. No matter how unsettling may be to perceive one’s personal data floating without hindrance in the «open market» of data brokerage, the real harm (meaning privacy harm) is an objective, multiplied and absolute one: the loss of chance of exclusive control of one’s personal data. The undeniable right of exclusive control of one’s personal data is indistinguishably connected with the right of free development of one’s personality in the realm of digital society we live in.

Right of free development of one’s personality encompasses a twofold level of privacy that ought not to be taken away from citizen’s grasp: thematic privacy and spatial privacy. Both pertain to citizen’s quintessence that is not to be corrupted by misappropriation and misuse of personal data. Both appertain to that universe of exclusivity that citizens should be able to control at any cost. Citizens must be given the inarguable right to control to whom, when, what, how, and to what ends they disclose their personal data. Moreover, citizens must get to choose when they withdraw their consent to disclose their personal data, the kernel of their right of free development of one’s personality.

Why thematic privacy and spatial privacy are so important to preserve one’s right of free development of personality? [200].

Closely following the lesson of the German Constitutional Court (Bundesverfassungsgericht—BVerfGE), the thematic privacy comprises the very same universe covered by privacy in a material sense. Thematic privacy refers to an array personal data or personal realities that the holder of the natural right of privacy intend to subtract to the curiosity and to the public discussions [131,201], such as sexuality, deviant behaviours and diseases [202,203].

On the other hand, the sphere of privacy in a spatial sense belongs to an area of entrenchment of the individual that ensures the possibility of meeting and being with himself [204] and of evasion from the rest of digital society [205,206].

Meaning that there is an unreachable core of privacy that emerges from personal data of the citizens [207] that involves – and identifies with – the universe of things, facts, events, experiences, emotions, and places that covers fringes of irreducible subjectivity, individuality and personality [208,209], which the citizen legitimately intends to keep to himself and for a small number of «others» [210], therefore being that a space of guardianship of privacy, converted into a place of fulfillment of private life [211,212].

In this light, misappropriation and misuse of citizens’ personal data further to a data breach configures a «big profigate» (großer Lauschangriff) [213-216], as they ensnare the ultimate loss of exclusive
control of one’s personal data.

Controlling and vesting others to gain access to personal data are manifestations of the right of free development of one’s personality [217]. Whenever unauthorized parties (identity thieves or similar people) glean unauthorized personal data, an objective, absolute and multiple harm of loss of chance of exclusive control of one’s personal data emerges in the digital society.

Being an objective, absolute and multiple harm, privacy harm arisen on the scope of data breach cases ought to be regarded as loss of chance of exclusive control of one’s personal data emerges in the digital society.

In regard of Article III Standing, U.S. Courts insist that data-breach harms be deep-rooted, ostensive, visceral, tangible [218] fairly easy to appraise [219], gauge, and quantify [220]. They require harms to be vested—already materialized in the here and now. Plaintiffs must experience physical, monetary, or property damage or, at least, the damage must be imminent” [221].

For that reason, «most courts consider plaintiffs’ fear, anxiety, and psychic distress about their increased risk of identity theft and other abuses too remote to warrant recognition» [222].

One tend to agree with this jurisprudential vein. Being too diffuse, the risk of identity theft [222,223] does not warrants immediate recognition. Rather, data breach itself does. Data breach is an early stage of a cognizable privacy harm. A tangible («injury in fact») privacy harm of loss of chance of exclusive control of one’s personal data arises from the data breach itself. Eventually, privacy harm of loss of chance of exclusive control of one’s personal data ought to give rise to standing.

Plaintiffs ‘fear, anxiety, physical and emotional distress [224] about their heightened risk of identity theft are subjective backlashes which can warrant a larger or thinner compensation. They are not the privacy harm itself. Plaintiffs ‘fear, anxiety, physical and emotional distress are a subjective repercussion of a privacy harm – loss of chance of exclusive control of one’s personal data arisen from a data breach, a concrete [225,226], autonomous [227-229], and tangible [230-232] harm.

Loss of chance of exclusive control of one’s personal data arisen from a data breach is an «injury in fact», thus allowing Article III Standing in data breaches cases.

Conclusions

Not long ago, Professor Jack Balkin asserted that humankind had surpassed the threshold of the «Pretty Good Privacy» (PGP). In his insightful view, we (humankind) currently live in a so-called «National Surveillance State», in which the core of our natural rights (such as privacy, preservation of one’s self-image, and undeniable (right to be left alone) are being progressively eroded. Privacy, «right to be left alone» and «reasonable expectation of privacy» are increasingly becoming a glimpse of the past, as the «analogic society» steadily faded away.

Swiftly heading towards an overarching «global-digital society», humankind faces candent challenges which rests upon the following conundrum: how to ascertain the boundaries of the murky circuit of Big data controlled by surveillance intermediaries (Facebook, Microsoft, Google, Ebay, Twitter, Yahoo!, We Chat, Apple)? In cases of data breaches, have citizens the right to seek redress from fiduciary data holders? If so, in what grounds? These questions are currently pressing in European Union, mainly from data protection and cloud computing standpoint.

In our assessment, data breaches should not prevent consumers (by definition, all of us) from seeking appropriate compensation from identified enterprises who were fiduciary holders of their personal data. The reason for this axiom rests upon a natural right to not only gain access to fragments of their individuality, subjectivity and intimacy (in short, personal data), but uttermost the natural right to control the universe of personhood deeply ingrained in their personal data.

Consumers or citizens ought to be given the natural right to choose when, how, to whom, and to what purposes their personal data can be disclosed to third parties. Conversely, in the wake of data breaches, consumers ought to be given the right to seek compensation from fiduciary data holders. That is paramount as for constituting a stronghold that protects consumers from the lingering perils of the digital society we live in.

Privacy ought to be regarded as citizens’ natural right. This approach stretches far beyond the mere juxtaposition between privacy and fundamental rights. Fundamental rights are mainly awarded within the scope of a Constitution. Fundamental rights boundaries arise from a document endorsed by a given electoral majority in a given historical moment. Fundamental rights are document-borne rights.

Antithetically, in our view, natural rights (for instance, privacy in the digital society in which we live in) are person-borne rights. Natural rights precede fundamental rights. As a result, natural rights are not a grotesque product of a capacious (or narrow) generosity of an array of lawmakers or legislators in a given historical time frame. Natural rights (such as privacy) do not depend on the circumstantial endorsement of lawmakers or legislators.

Natural rights are grains of personhood. Natural rights (such as privacy) erupt on digital society whenever a person born. Natural rights are particles of citizen’s undeniable and unique subjectivity that Constitutions (let alone laws) ought to be unable to tear apart. Data breaches dissolves those seeds of citizen’s unique and unrepeatable personhood.

Digital society brought along a multitude of benefits to humankind, but that wide range of social prosperity cannot tarnish or squander citizens’ unique personhood every time a data breaches surfaces. Conversely, citizen’s ought to be able to seek redress or compensation whenever a data breach occurs.

Although originally a natural and human right, privacy can also be seen through the lens of a fundamental right. However, at the time of the enactment of U.S. Constitution privacy had a glaringly different scope and range when compared to 2018, a vivid receptacle of digital society. Privacy harkens back pre-internet era, but arguably did not encompass a wide range of perils associated to the then inexistent digital and computerized society we live in.

Accordingly, what a thin theory excludes from original public meaning of privacy is the original expected application of the text-how people at the time of adoption of U.S. Constitution would have expected that the text (enshrining right of privacy) would be applied to concrete situations, as in the pre-internet era massive data breaches occurred on the realm of digital society were definitely not an issue (let alone a major one) back then.

One can foresee that original public meaning of privacy does vary over time. This is paramount if one endeavors to ascertain the boundaries of privacy in the pre-internet era and of digital society we live in.
Original public meaning of privacy in the pre-internet era had a distinctively different scope if squarely compared to 2018. Protection of privacy in the pre-internet era had conspicuously dissimilar boundaries and a markedly narrower scope. Pre-internet era and analogic age have provided humankind the very last scent of a nearly-unshakable privacy. Concerns about privacy (though existent) were not pressing.

Protection of privacy in 2018 is a rather pressing issue amid intrusive government surveillance on the brave new world of digital society. Pervasive government surveillance seemingly has no bounds. Protection of privacy appears to be intertwined with an overlapping consensus that enshrudes the axiom that an unassailable right to be left alone in the digital society is not a moral conception, but a conception of justice.

A conception of justice (for privacy) is currently more pressing than ever before, especially in light of atrocious events (9/11), which have pushed the core of our natural, human and fundamental right of privacy to nearly-hollow standards, giving rise to the so-called «National Surveillance State». «National Surveillance State» is the original public meaning of privacy in 2018.

«National Surveillance State» is an expression coined by renowned doctrine a decade ago. This expression stems from a rather polymath approach: the world has changed dramatically since 9/11 events.

Prior to the unfortunate events that have taken place in 9/11, liberty and privacy (though subject to restrictions) were seemingly bullet-proof rights. Closely regarded as airtight rights, 9/11 brought along an atmosphere of unbearable suspicion, which has given rise to a widespread suppression of liberties and rights. Being discernably close to a far-reaching paranoia arisen from those hapless events, privacy has been caught on the middle of a callous and often ferocious battle between safeguarding security and harboring some civil rights.

In the aftermath of 9/11 events, balancing or squarely aligning those conflicting rights is a rather herculean task. No surprise stems from the fact that overall governments have chosen to confer priority to security, often wrapped under the seeming (yet real?) cloak of «public common good». As a result, privacy’s core has been severely weakened to historical minimum standards.

This abhorrent trend has been shrewdly portrayed by acclaimed doctrine. Ranging from intercepting phone calls in real time to capturing footage amid a rather oppressive surveillance, governments have conspicuously interfered on the core of citizen’s liberties and rights worldwide.

The «brave new world» of digital society, constituted by a remarkable electronic and technologic apparatus, has somehow heightened the degree of intrusion on citizen’s private sphere.

When it comes to pursuing the so-called «national security», or in a more polished manner «greater good», governments seem to have no restrictions whatsoever in order to accomplish the goal of security, as citizen’s personal data is being captured, stored, and processed (sometimes for abstruse and spurious ends) at an alarming rate with little regard for surveillance transparency. Digital society is seemingly governments’ «tip of the spear» when it comes to «getting things done» swiftly and in a purely veiled manner: they see you and yet you don’t see them.

To the extent governments perform invasive surveillance programs that corrodes citizen’s privacy, the degree of ubiquity of these technology-enabled surveillance tools heightens at the very same pace that governments bestows a duty of collection, storage, processing and dissemination of information (that is to say citizen’s personal data) to private parties placed on the second level of National Surveillance State. Governments expect full and unrestricted cooperation from selected private parties, in regard of capturing and disclosing citizens’ pertinent personal data. Most of the times (if not always) governments do get that fully expected cooperation.

A concrete danger surfaces on the third level of National Surveillance State when a strategic misalignment between Surveillance intermediaries or online intermediaries («quasi-governmental actors» or, to some extent, «corporate avatars») and governments occurs though. Worse yet, when online intermediaries adopt a belligerent and rather contentious vein against governments in the era of Internet of Things.

This brings us to the third layer of National Surveillance State: unlike the second level of National Surveillance State, in which private parties aid governments to pursuing conditioned ends of collecting information to prevent terrorist attacks, surveillance intermediaries or online intermediaries somehow constrain the accomplishment of those ends by concealing crucial information from governments.

On the third layer of National Surveillance State, the erosion of privacy boundaries is far more damaging to citizen’s right of informational self-determination, as the unavailability to gain access to the batch of information withheld by surveillance intermediaries will only give rise to more government surveillance, thus corroding even further citizens’ privacy and opening a «new age of threats».

Simply do the math: more surveillance corresponds symmetrically to less privacy. In the process, so much for the tradeoff security-privacy, as (even) more government surveillance ought to override privacy’s minimum standards in the long-term.

This stems from the axiom that not only Surveillance intermediaries activities’ lack regulatory oversight, but mainly due to the fact that governments are clueless about the extension of surveillance undertaken by online intermediaries. In short, this three-folded or multilayered National Surveillance State is potentially disruptive for citizens’ privacy as both governments and citizens are unaware of the depth and range of surveillance programs performed by online intermediaries.

Currently, this murkiness has given rise to a declared battle between governments and surveillance intermediaries over the control of personal data collected in electronic portable devices, such as iPhones: Apple’s high profile 2016 legal battle in which the company frantically challenged a court order «commanding it to help unlock the iPhone of one of the San Bernardino terrorists», portrays how central the question of regulating government surveillance has become in United States of America’s politics and law.

Make no mistake: when it comes to capturing, storing, withholding and mostly controlling citizens’ personal data, Surveillance intermediaries (who carries out proper «corporate surveillance») hold a sizable power. That power is not restricted to that though. Championing for civil rights (such as privacy) is becoming increasingly trendy amongst surveillance intermediaries, «as Verizon, which owns Yahoo, signed on to an amicus brief on behalf of leading tech companies in the pending Supreme Court case Carpenter v. United States, arguing that the Court should extend Fourth Amendment protections to geolocation data».

Surveillance intermediaries’ substantial power brings along an immediate danger: the interplay between «government surveillance»
and «corporate surveillance» can be often counterproductive and even more damaging to citizens’ privacy: «at the first stage, surveillance intermediaries can help society better construct surveillance frontiers—menus of surveillance policy options—by adding more information and more diverse perspectives, as well as by minimizing inefficient alternatives. But they can also create negative second order effects by forcing the government to engage in more intrusive surveillance and by making it easier for the surveillance intermediaries themselves to collect more data on their users».

Being an axiom that Surveillance intermediaries hold a rather robust power, which enables them to constrain government’s surveillance agenda, question is to fathom its real depth and extent or, more prosaically, «how» and «when» they exercise this power.

A surveillance intermediary is typically a party that collects massive tons of sensitive information, customarily for its own business purposes, that the government wants—for example, phone company billing records that contain a cellphone subscriber’s call history background. Instead of delving information from the target directly (specified agglomeration of citizens or persons of interest in a given criminal investigation), the government seeks it from the third party, either because it’s far easier to get the information that way or because only the third party has the information. The third party becomes a surveillance intermediary: it stands squarely between the government and the target of the surveillance.

As a result, government surveillance and corporate surveillance (true middlemen or gatekeepers) creates multiple layers of surveillance in which every side conceal information from each other and, worse, with limited or inexistent regulatory oversight.

Digital society and Multilayered National Surveillance State, especially at the third level, stands at crossroads: should societal interest in granting national security through security surveillance supersede protection of privacy by enabling governments to gaining access to encrypted systems? Antithetically, should surveillance intermediaries continue to opposing certain forms of government surveillance «employing default encryption technologies on mobile devices and explicitly marketing them as being impervious to government snooping»?

Concretely, how can one manage to strike a balance between societal interests in chasing «bad guys», pursued by government’s law enforcement agencies, with the egotistical interests pursued by mighty corporations or surveillance intermediaries? On the previously asserted cases of strategical misalignment between law enforcement government agencies and multinational corporations (just like the one occurred in San Bernardino terrorist attacks), one should refer to the prototypal principles of proportionality and human dignity.

Throughout this manuscript I have been championing for protection of citizens’ privacy from governments’ prying eyes. A vigorous defense for security concerns is seemingly contradictory at that glance. A cautious note comes in handy: one should not forsake that privacy cannot always prevail over security at any cost.

One should bear in mind that sometimes too much privacy can be as equivalent as opening the Pandora box of perennial insecurity with deleterious effects on the long-term common good – bullet-proof privacy can pave the way to even more vicious terrorist attacks which will give rise to an ever-present security, thus pushing privacy to a tokenistic value or inexistent one at all.

Striking a delicate balance between principle of security and principles of proportionality and his «companion route» principle of human dignity is definitely a challenge that one should embrace. How can one accomplish such an arduous task? Displaying the pivotal value of principle of proportionality coupled with the seminal principle of human dignity.

Principle of proportionality, which in recent decades achieved remarkable recognition in theory and practice of the control of constitutionality consists of three subprinciples: adequacy, necessity and the proportionality in a strict sense.

These three lines express the idea of optimization, a precious asset when it comes to balancing seemingly conflicting principles or, in a broader sense, opposing interests, such as the ones pursued by law enforcement government agencies and surveillance intermediaries.

Conflicting principles (impervious security and privacy, inextricably linked with the principle of human dignity), require a constant optimization in relation to what is factual legally possible.

Subprinciples of adequacy and of necessity refer to the optimization concerning the existent factual possibilities (gathering information from surveillance intermediaries pertaining to a criminal event) – on our lens, it suits perfectly in the sphere of surveillance intermediaries the share of information with government agencies of law enforcement, for purposes of prevention and repression of terrorist attacks provided that the sharing of that information is restricted to personal data solely related with criminal events. From that point onward, principle of security ought to submerge and the principle of human dignity (which wraps the inner and outer limits of privacy) ought to emerge at his maximum height.

United States Supreme Court and Federal Courts set out insurmountable high standards in regard of Article III Standing in Surveillance cases, thus hindering the success rate of claims in which plaintiffs (citizens/consumers) sought appropriate redress from the government.

The very same insurmountable high standards in regard of Article III Standing have been transferred to data breach cases. Just take a look of what is happening on the scope of federal class actions. This issue is not a small one. The burgeoning digitalization of our personal data has created corresponding increase in the bulk of electronically stored private information in the domain of third parties.

That private information is at risk of theft, loss, or manipulation by unidentified third parties, generally hackers, whose intentions are far from being merely angelical. When hackers attack and subtract citizen’s personal data, «victims often band together in federal class actions, naming the custodians of their private data as defendants».

However, «district courts are dismissing these class action claims at the doorstep for lack of Article III standing. The corporate defendants argue, and many courts agree, that a plaintiff’s alleged increased risk of future data misappropriation is insufficient to satisfy the U.S. Supreme Court’s test for an “injury in fact,” a critical component of the traditional standing analysis».

Privacy harm is not an intangible and far-fetched injury. Anxiety and unsureness as to whether personal data is going to be used in the future to the practice of misdeeds are an ulterior consequence of a data breach. Anxiety and unsureness are a subjective backlash of a data breach. They are not the privacy harm itself.

Anxiety and unsureness being an inward state are hardly the harm
Anxiety and unsureness are not palpable and cognizable at a judge’s lens. Quite the opposite, privacy harm is related with the free development of one’s personality in an objective sense. Every time a data breach occurs a fragment of one’s eminent and unique personhood is besmeared. Privacy harm consists of that subtraction of one’s unique and unrepeatable personhood. That unrepeatable personhood deeply ingrained in citizens’ personal data is objective and absolute. There is no such thing as repeated personalities or repeated personhoods.

Privacy harm is objective because it is centered on the unique and absolute nature of one’s eminent personhood. Privacy harm is absolute because the personal data subtracted further a data breach belongs to a zone of exclusivity that no one should be allowed to interfere but the aggrieved citizen. The aggrieved citizen has the exclusive control of fragments of his undeniable, unique and absolute personhood.

This approach is squarely aligned with our starting point: privacy is a natural right. Privacy is a human right. Privacy is not (just) a fundamental right, always dependent on occasional or seasonal lawmakers’ good mood.

Being a natural right, privacy is inextricably linked with the objective and absolute value of human being. Personal data (thus privacy) are fragments of a one-of-a-kind human being that is not to be smeared, let alone in an unauthorized manner.

Identity theft constitutes a striking example of how an identity thief can begrime one’s unique and absolute personhood.

Identity theft cases are the hallmark of personality debasement. Every identity theft case has a stereotyped feature: identity thieves endeavor to erase a unique personality from digital society with multiple shots. Make no mistake: identity theft cases can produce a staggering amount of damage on the free development of one’s personality, thus burning one’s privacy to the ground.

Identity thieves (true personality surrogates) subtract a fraction of one’s unique and unrepeatable personality every time they use a false identity in the digital society.

Here lies the real danger: data breaches indeed create a distressing backlash on citizens. But that is hardly the point. No matter how unsettling may be to perceive one’s personal data floating without hindrance in the «open market» of data brokerage, the real harm (meaning privacy harm) is an objective, multiplied and absolute one: the loss of chance of exclusive control of one’s personal data. The undeniable right of exclusive control of one’s personal data is indistiguishingly connected with the right of free development of one’s personality in the realm of digital society we live in.

Right of free development of one’s personality encompasses a two-folded level of privacy that ought not to be taken away from citizen’s grasp: thematic privacy and spatial privacy. Both pertain to citizen’s quintessence that is not to be corrupted by misappropriation and misuse of personal data. Both appertain to that universe of exclusivity that citizens should be able to control at any cost.

Citizens must be given the inarguable right to control to whom, when, what, how, and to what ends they disclose their personal data. Moreover, citizens must get to choose when they withdraw their consent to disclose their personal data, the kernel of their right of free development of one’s personality.

Plaintiffs’ fear, anxiety, physical and emotional distress are a subjective repercussion of a privacy harm - loss of chance of exclusive control of one’s personal data arisen from a data breach, a concrete, autonomous, and tangible harm.

Loss of chance of exclusive control of one’s personal data arisen from a data breach is an «injury in fact», thus allowing Article III Standing in data breaches cases.
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